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Note from our designer

U N TAMED
It’s a bit wild. Very colourful, and slightly daring. It was inspired by the backcountry.
When I designed this collection, life was large and lively and very high energy. And then
overnight it all came to a complete standstill. What a humbling year.
Thankfully, we can slowly start to think about life after the pandemic. I, like everyone,
wonder what our new lives will be like. Are there wild times on the horizon? Dancing in the
streets? I guess time will tell. Perhaps soon we will once again be able to have dinners
indoors, with people we have missed. Until that day comes, I am dreaming about staying
up late around the table, telling stories with old friends and filling the house with laughter.
Untamed.
Amy Behn

BED LINEN
TAHOE STRIPE
This is our classic striped bed linen, this time in a pure linen herringbone, because herringbone feels more wintery.
The white sand stripes sit on an off black ground. The collection combines beautifully with the Madison White sand
sheeting.
Available in duvet cover, pillow sham and pillow case
Colour: Stripe
100% linen - washed finish
170 g/m 2

MADISON
This is the second half of the Madison introduction. A pure linen, solid collection in a slightly denser fabric than our
Santiago, in classic and trendy colours, AND a great washed finish!
Available in flatsheet, duvet cover, fitted sheet, basic pillow sham and pillow case
Existing colours: Cinnamon, Dijon, Navy and White
New colours: Dark grey, Light grey, Oyster and White sand
100% linen – washed finish
175 g/m 2

Idaho-Olive and Montana-Gold

Tahoe Stripe

Montana-Grey
Idaho-Olive

Montana-Gold

THROWS & ACCESSORIES
MONTANA
Introducing a new linen/wool throw for winter. The grey version is mostly grey and beige with rust and black stripes.
The gold version is mostly gold and beige with olive green and black stripes. Both throws have a flax-coloured fringe
finish. This collection is a herringbone and plain weave mix and it’s washed, which makes it thick and full and beautiful
.. It is an eye catcher.
Available in throw (130x220cm), pillow cover (40x80cm, 63x63cm) and pouch (23x16cm)
Colours: Grey and Gold
49% Wo - 27% Li - 19% Vi - 5% Pa - washed finish
830 g/m 2

IDAHO
A linen/wool beauty with a gorgeous trim detail. This collection is woven with a tweed yarn in a plain weave
construction. Both throws have a flax-coloured fringe finish. The trim runs down the center of the throw, the center
of the pillow and the side of the pouch.
Available in throw (130x220cm), pillow cover (40x80cm, 63x63cm) and pouch (23x16cm)
Colours: Olive and Teal
51% Li - 49% Wo - washed finish
770 g/m 2

REDWOOD
A colourful linen wool collection in an earthy paprika colour, mixed with lively stripes and a black and flax herringbone.
The throw is finished with flax coloured trim. The back of the pillow is the black/flax herringbone.
Available in throw (140x220cm), pillow cover (40x80cm, 63x63cm) and pouch (23x16cm)
Colour: Stripe
70% Li - 30% Wo - washed finish
610 g/m 2

Redwood and The Belgian Towel - Pillow

Idaho-Teal

The Belgian Towel - Pillow

Redwood

ACCESSORIES
THE BELGIAN TOWEL - PILLOW - POUCH
Here is our beloved Belgian Towel collection in a vivid colour combination. The black and flax herringbone is
bordered with bright stripes and sits on a mustard-coloured ground. In addition to the mix of colours, there are also
various constructions in each piece, making it a very lively collection. The fouta, the guest towel and the small fouta
have flax coloured fringe.
Available in
The Belgian Towel as fouta (110x180cm), guest towel (55x65cm) and small fouta (35x50cm)
The Belgian Pillow as pillow cover (50x50cm)
The Belgian Pouch as pouch (23x16cm)
Colour: Sequoia Stripe
100% linen - washed finish
295 g/m 2

BAGS
GUNNISON
Both the colour and texture of this collection betoken autumn. The pure linen fabric is a sturdy, tightly woven canvas
in a rich olive-green colour. The bags are lined with a pure linen, multi-coloured stripe, and finished with leather
handles or pulleys. All the pieces are finished with the richly coloured pure linen ribbon.
Available in apron (90x98cm), shouldersac (36x38x15cm), pouch (23x16cm) and cosmetic bag (32x19cm)
Colour: Bronze
100% linen - stonewashed finish
520 g/m 2

Gunnison-Bags

Dixie

The Ontario Stripe
Gunnison-Apron

The Ontario Stripe

TABLE LINEN
THE ONTARIO STRIPE
The Ontario Stripe: Our classic table linen fabric in a pure linen herringbone. The green, blue, yellow, black multicoloured stripes sit on a terracotta ground. It is an autumn collection through and through.
Available in tablecloth, napkin (54x54cm), table runner (54x150cm) and guest towel (60x80cm)
Colour: Stripe
100% linen
225 g/m 2

DIXIE
The name alone makes it special. It is beautiful on its own and mixed with the Ontario Stripe. This is our open weave
napkin fabric in a terracotta delavé colour, with yellow, black, blue & green multi-coloured stripes at either end.
Available in napkin (40x40cm)
Colour: Stripe
100% linen - washed finish
90 g/m 2

